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The DML 2008 proceedings were produced from the authors’ electronic
manuscripts. Following the guidelines, the authors mostly prepared their papers
using LATEX markup, with one exception.
Contributions were edited into the uniform markup of Springer llncs style
and custom-written TEX macros, and were processed by one of the proceedings
editors in Brno. One paper was converted into LATEX from Microsoft Word.
Adam Rambousek helped with Word conversion, and Michal Růžička with
setup of TEX system and entering hundreds of spelling and typographical
corrections into the text corpora of the LATEX files. Jiří Rákosník proofread the
whole book.
The proceedings was typeset in Palatino by Hermann Zapf and in AMS Euler
fonts named after pioneering mathematician Leonhard Euler. The book was
typeset using the PdfTEX typesetting system primarily developed by Hàn Thế
Thành during his studies in Brno (1990–2001). Microtypographical extensions
that PdfTEX implements were used, and book was composed with the LATEX
macro package in a single TEX run. Generating the hypertext version of the
proceedings in PDF was done from the same source files.
The main editing, typesetting and proofreading steps were undertaken at
the Natural Language Processing Laboratory of the Faculty of Informatics,
Masaryk University in Brno.
The proceeding editor thank sincerely all the authors for their contributions
and everybody who was involved in the book production. Without their hard
and diligent work the proceedings would not have been in such a good shape
and ready on time for the DML 2008 workshop.
Brno, July 2008 Petr Sojka
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